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THE IDEA FOR this game began at Christmas 2012, during one of my periodic nostalgic re-
reads of the treasured classic fantasy supplements, scenarios, and campaign packs which stack 
my gaming shelves. I’d been reading through some Old School Renaissance games, trying to 
find a rules set to scratch that itch. I was looking for something which oozed with classic fan-
tasy atmosphere, was easy to play, yet which extended its playability into areas usually covered 
by more modern games — personality conflicts, playing with scenic and thematic aspects, 
exploiting the narrative tropes of classic swords and sorcery adventure. More than anything, 
I wanted to use the many supplements and scenarios I’d collected over the years — to play 
them again, without having to laboriously convert them to this or that ruleset. Try as I might, 
I couldn’t find a game to suit.

It was a lightbulb moment. Why not write one? I’d been toying with a rules system for a 
year or two — something which gave players a stack of points they could spend to do cool 
in-game stuff. Not just whittling away an opponent’s endurance, but changing the world, 
doing genre-specific acts of heroism and amazing feats. Was there a way I could use those 
rules here, to play these ancient dungeons and much-loved wilderlands, without having to do 
loads of work?

The game you hold in your hands is the fruit of that Christmas nostalgia — Monsters & 
Magic. You’ll see all kinds of echoes in these pages — I’m a huge fan of games like Fate and 
HeroQuest, and you’ll see their influence; but also I love those original, first edition games, 
with their bestiaries, grimoires, and encounter tables, their progression from humble 1st level 
to the dizzy heights of world-shattering 20th level and beyond. We’ve enlisted some wonderful 
artists, including Jennell Jaquays, whose work in the early 1980s helped define the very mean-
ing of “old school” for many of us, as well as splendid industry artists such as Jason Juta, whose 
gorgeous cover inspired us all, Eric Lofgren, Linda Jones, Brad McDevitt, and Gill Pearce — 
beautiful artwork richly laden with that old school feel. With these rules, we’ve opened up new 
worlds, and visited some old ones. Around my table we’ve fought giants, tunnelled beneath city 
states, had sea battles with vikings, and run (not always successfully!) from enormous dragons.

Our first printing of Monsters & Magic sold out rapidly, and for several years this game was 
only available in PDF. Since then several supplements have appeared, including the Collectanea 
Creaturea and Aperita Arcana from Ebon Gryphon Games, and a physical version of the core 
rulebook has sorely been needed. So here it is at last! 

We hope you’ll have as much fun with Monsters & Magic as we’ve had.

Sarah Newton
Normandy, April 2017
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If you’re familiar with those games, you’ll feel right at home here: 
Monsters & Magic consciously tries to re-create the atmosphere of 
those early games. In some ways it’s a reaction against today’s rules-
heavy, complex games, in favour of a looser, more free-form, and less 
rules-oriented style of play. Its rules are intended to be familiar, flexi-
ble, and easy to remember.

Modern  
Roleplaying Games
ROLEPLAYING AS A hobby is forty years old, and over its history 
— since the “old school” days — there have been many innovations. 
These include: unified mechanics; rules for addressing character per-
sonality, social themes, and even plot and narrative structure; and an 
emphasis on flexible, collaborative, and improvisational play. Role-
playing games have their roots in tabletop miniatures gaming, and 
early rules systems emphasised tactical movement and combat. Since 
the original classic fantasy games, roleplaying games have matured, 
and now offer many more avenues for exciting and challenging play.

What’s Special About 
This Game?
MONSTERS & MAGIC is the child of these two parents, with two 
specific goals. First, to allow you to use your classic fantasy gaming 
material, of any edition, with little or no conversion. Once you’ve 
learned the simple yet flexible rules in this book, we believe you’ll be 
able to run any classic fantasy module (and even some of the newer 
adventures) or use any classic fantasy supplements, on the fly. And, most 
importantly, you’ll be able to do things with those materials you never 
could with their original rules, using the Monsters & Magic system.

That’s where our second goal comes in. With Monsters & Magic, 
we didn’t just want to update, streamline, or reorganise the classic 
fantasy rules; we wanted to create a game incorporating the latest 
cutting edge RPG concepts, allowing you to do all manner of cool 
things, while remaining backwards compatible with classic fantasy 
and OSR material.

WELCOME TO MONSTERS & MAGIC, a complete fantasy 
roleplaying game combining the atmosphere of classic fantasy games 
with innovative modern mechanics. In these pages you’ll find rules 
for playing fierce warriors, mighty wizards, holy clerics, and cunning 
thieves, exploring trackless wildernesses, mysterious labyrinths, and 
ancient cities, in search of treasure, secrets, and adventure!

This book contains all the rules you need to play. You’ll also want 
pencils and scratch paper, and at least one of each type of the poly-
hedral hobby dice — four-sided, six-sided (ideally at least three of 
these), eight-sided, ten-sided, and twelve-sided, abbreviated d4, d6, 
d8, d10, and d12 respectively. Additionally, you’ll want at least two 
or three players — one to play the role of game master (or GM), the 
referee and story teller of Monsters & Magic, and at least one or two 
(preferably more) players, to take on the roles of the heroes in the 
fantasy world you’re about to enter.

Roleplaying
WE’RE ASSUMING YOU have at least a passing familiarity with 
roleplaying games; you probably have a lot more. Even if you’ve not 
played a tabletop roleplaying game before, chances are you’ve played 
one on a games console or online. Or you’ve heard of the concept 
from the media and mass culture. If none of the above applies, and 
you’re standing with this book in your hand, wondering what you’ve 
got yourself into — welcome! We have a treat for you… But before 
you go any further, find yourself a computer connected to the internet 
and google “What is Roleplaying?” Read a bit about this amazing 
hobby, and when you feel like you’ve got a handle on it, come back 
and carry on reading. We’ll wait.

The Old School 
Renaissance
MONSTERS & MAGIC is proud to belong to the “Old School 
Renaissance” (“OSR” for short) — a broad school of roleplaying 
games dedicated to preserving and re-assessing the original, first, and 
second editions of the classic fantasy roleplaying game, focussing on 
their lightweight rules, fast pace of play, and short preparation times. 

- Chapter 1 -

Introduction
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CHAPTER  1

Here are some of the gaming concepts which differentiate Mon-
sters & Magic from the original classic fantasy rules:

CC Narrative freedom. If you can describe your character doing it, 
the rules should model it. If you want to draw on your love for the 
dead king to persuade the tournament audience to give you their 
moral support in resisting the intimidating power of the Black 
Knight’s reputation, the rules should let you do so. Monsters & 
Magic does so, seamlessly.

CC Interpersonal mechanics. Do you want to terrify your foes? 
Confound your enemies at the Sages’ Guild with webs of logi-
cal argument? Drive men and women wild with your beauty and 
charms? Monsters & Magic lets you do these things.

CC Teamwork and leadership. The Monsters & Magic system lets 
you model characters giving one another aid and advice; warlords 
briefing their troops, strategists planning the battle, thieves casing the 
temple sanctum and orchestrating an elaborate heist. Rules for col-
laborating and helping others provide layered and flexible mechanics.

Monsters & Magic incorporates many other roleplaying concepts, 
as well as a few innovative tweaks you may not have seen before. It’s 
a fresh look at classic fantasy gaming, a way to explore new vistas in 
your favourite fictional worlds. We hope you’ll like it…

The Basics
MONSTERS & MAGIC uses a simple ruleset we’ve called the Effect 
Engine. This section introduces its core concepts.

CHARACTERS
Characters are the heart of roleplaying games: the fictional vessels 
players use to explore the world described by the game master. Each 
player usually creates one character (often called a player character, or 
PC), determining his or her capabilities, powers, equipment, and other 
facets which are important during play. The player then describes his 
character’s words and deeds as he responds to the situations and chal-
lenges described by the GM. You can see how this looks in the example 
of play on page 54, and in various examples throughout this book.

Monsters & Magic characters look like traditional classic fantasy 
characters, and are created in much the same way. Each character has a 

race (like human, dwarf, or elf ), a character class (like fighter, magic 
user, or thief ), and six attributes (Strength, Dexterity, Constitution, 
Intelligence, Wisdom, and Charisma) with scores usually between 3 
and 18, either determined randomly using dice or by allocating a pool 
of points. More on that below. When you create a character, you can 
determine your attributes first, then choose a race and character class 
to fit; or choose your race and character class first, then determine 
your attributes.

Characters have two kinds of hit points — physical hit points 
and mental hit points — which measure their resilience and ability 
to withstand harm in physical and mental conflicts. Characters also 
have a level, representing how experienced they are; starting at level 
1, characters advance in level by accumulating experience points, 
abbreviated as XP.

Chapter 2: Character Creation explains these concepts in detail, 
and guides you through creating your own character.

THE EFFECT ENGINE
The Effect Engine rules are designed around a system of action 
checks. These are usually 3d6 dice rolls, modified by a bonus or pen-
alty derived from one of your attribute scores (and maybe also your 
level), compared to a resistance, which may be a static number or 
also rolled on 3d6. If your action check result is equal to or above the 
resistance, you succeed in your action; if it’s less, you fail.

Anything you can describe your character doing can be an action, 
from swinging a sword, to drawing on your hatred of orcs to persuade 
a king to declare war. Monsters & Magic provides a flexible frame-
work for adjudicating all kinds of actions, from the rigorously tactical 
to the softest of interpersonal encounters. 

The Effect Engine uses traits — single words or short phrases 
describing part of your character’s personality, ranging from knacks, 
training, and abilities, to beliefs, fears, and prejudices, and on to natu-
ral physical talents (like being able to see in the dark). Whenever you 
describe your character doing something which is supported by one 
of your traits, you gain a bonus to your action check.

When you make an action check, the points by which you exceed 
the resistance determine how well you succeed, and are called effect 
points. If you roll a total of 14 against a resistance of 10, you get 4 

A Modular Ruleset

Monsters & Magic is a modular ruleset. You don’t have 
to use all the rules: if you have a favourite old school rule 
you want to use instead (say, different experience levels, or 
rules for treasure), then go ahead and use it — you won’t 
break the game.

Use Your Favourite Classic Fantasy 
Supplements and Adventures...

While Monsters & Magic is a standalone game, we 
anticipate you’ll use it with your favourite classic fantasy 
RPG books — bestiaries, spell books, equipment, magic 
items, and adventures. So, we’ve provided enough spells, 
monsters, equipment, and magic to take you to roughly 
the 4th level of play — but assume you’ll also incorporate 
material from your favourite classic fantasy resources to 
support your game.
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INTRODUCTION

effect points. Effect points can be negative — such as 
when you fail a check, getting a lower result than you 
need: these are sometimes called consequence points. 
Rolling 7 against a resistance of 10 nets you 3 conse-
quence points.

You use effect points to buy effects, defining 
exactly what your success means. An effect can be as 
simple as physical harm in a melee, or mental harm 
in a war of words; or as complex as leading a warband 
into battle or knocking back your opponent and skew-
ering their fellow. If you apply an effect to an opponent 
(like a wound, or knockback), that’s called a conse-
quence. The more powerful the effect, the more effect 
points it costs. Usually you choose your own effects.

Effects describe the game-level bonuses, penalties, 
and modifications to your situation which reflect the 
results of your actions. Perhaps you impress a crowd 
with your oratory, or gain a superior tactical position 
in battle, gaining a bonus to subsequent action checks. 
Effects can be minor, major, and extreme.

You can also suffer a consequence if you fail one of 
your own checks. Its seriousness depends on the conse-
quence points generated by your failure — how much 
you missed the resistance by. Some consequences are 

minor — perhaps you lose balance — while others 
are major, or even extreme, like striking your ally in 
combat. Usually, when you fail a check badly, your 
opponent gets to choose the consequence you face.

That’s the Effect Engine in a nutshell. The follow-
ing chapters expand on these basics.

OTHER TERMS
Here are some other Monsters & Magic concepts 
which it’s helpful to understand before you go further.

Hero Points
Monsters & Magic players have one or more hero 
points which they can spend to make greater or lesser 
interventions in the flow of the game. These may be 
“in character”, allowing a player to decide how his 
character rolls with a blow inflicted by an opponent; 
or they may be “out of character”, allowing a player to 
declare how a monster usually under the GM’s control 
reacts to his character’s action.

Some uses of hero points are optional, but taken 
together allow for a variety of play styles.

Important Roleplaying  
Game Terms

If you’re familiar with roleplaying games, you’ll 
know many terms in Monsters & Magic already. 
Here’s an overview of the most important.

Advancement: a single instance of improvement 
for your character, either adding a new abil-
ity or improving an existing one. You begin 
play with one or two advancements.

Adventure: another word for scenario (see below).
Armour Class: the classic fantasy term for a 

character’s ability to defend himself in physi-
cal combat. In Monsters & Magic, armour 
class is a static resistance check based on your 
Dexterity attribute, modified by the armour 
you’re wearing; see page 35.

Attribute: one of six indicators describing your 
character’s physical and mental charac-
teristics. These are Strength, Dexterity, 
Constitution, Intelligence, Wisdom, and 
Charisma, and usually have values between 
3 and 18. Your attribute gives you the base 
value of a static action or resistance check, 
and also determines your attribute modifier.

Attribute Modifier (aka ATT Modifier): a 
numeric modifier (between -4 and +4 for 
human characters) added to dice rolls when 
making action and resistance checks pertain-
ing to that attribute.

Campaign: the term used to describe a game 
of Monsters & Magic when it extends over 
many sessions and numerous scenarios. Cam-
paigns can continue for many years.

Check: a way of determining whether you 
succeed or fail at an action, or at resisting 
someone else’s action. Checks can be static, 
or rolled on 3 6-sided dice.

Conflict: an encounter between two or more 
sides which is resolved by violence. Conflicts 
can be physical or mental.

Consequence: a negative result which occurs to 
you when you fail an action check, or when 
an opponent succeeds in an action check 
against you.

Consequence Points: the number of points your 
action check is below the resistance. Usually 
your opponent gets to spend your conse-
quence points to say what happens to you.

(CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE...)
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CHAPTER  1

Static Checks
You don’t have to roll the dice for every action or resistance check. In 
fact, for resistances, you don’t usually roll the dice at all. For action 
checks, maybe you have all the time you need and can work in safety, 
or maybe you want to play it safe and avoid the vagaries of random 
chance. Monsters & Magic provides rules for using static checks 
instead of dice rolls to determine the results of your actions.

Scale
Monsters & Magic defines several scales of play for the power levels 
your character can act within. All characters start at the adventure 
scale, interacting with their fellows and battling individual foes. As 
they grow more powerful, they reach incrementally greater scales, 
becoming able to sway groups of people, command strongholds, 
domains and kingdoms, and even affect whole worlds.

Effects: properly refers to both the positive and negative results 
of an action check, although it’s usually used to refer to only 
the positive result.

Effect Points: properly refers to the number of points your 
action check is above or below the resistance, although it’s 
usually used to refer to the points above. You spend effect 
points to create effects.

Hit Die: the type of die you roll to generate your hit points at 
level 2 and above, ranging from a d4 to a d10 and some-
times higher. Monsters roll d8 for both physical and mental 
hit points. 

Hit Points: a numeric indicator of the physical or mental 
damage a character can sustain. There are two types: physi-
cal hit points and mental hit points. Your hit points increase 
when you level up.

Level Up: the process of moving up from one level to another 
(so, from level 1 to level 2). You level up by accumulating 
experience points, or XP. Your character improves in power 
and ability when he levels up, and gains advancements.

Monster: a kind of NPC (non-player character) which isn’t 
human or a character race. Chapter 8: Monsters gives 
several examples.

NPC: a non-player character. A character, often with a level, 
race, and character class just like a player character (PC), 
but controlled by the GM. They can be allies or enemies of 
the PCs.

Round: a one-minute period. Usually the amount of time for a 
group of combatants to land at least one good blow on their 
opponents.

Scenario: also known as an adventure, a scenario is a single 
story line built around a common theme or location, 
usually played in one or at most a handful of sessions. 
Silvermoon, on page 112, is an example scenario.

Scene: an informal term referring to a period of play structured 
around a single location or interaction between two or more 
characters, monsters, or NPCs. There will likely be several 
scenes in a game session, and many scenes in a scenario.

Session: the time taken for a single period of playing Monsters 
& Magic. Usually between 2 to 6 hours, or sometimes more.

Stance: an optional way of making action checks in combat, 
based on different offensive or defensive techniques. 

Statistics: a collective term for the hit points, levels, and other 
information describing an NPC or monster. The short ver-
sion is called a stat strip; the long version is a stat block.

Trait: a single word or short phrase describing something cru-
cial about your character, like an ability, background story 
detail, or personality aspect.

Trait Bonus: the bonus you add to your action or resistance 
check as a result of describing how your trait or traits affect 
your action. Equal to your level, +1 for each additional trait 
described after the first.

Turn: a ten-minute period (comprising ten one-minute 
rounds). Often used for tracking movement at small scales 
such as in a dungeon.

(...CONTINUED FROM THE PREVIOUS PAGE.)
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